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ABSTRACT

The DEIMOS spetrograph is a multi-objet spetrograph being built for Kek II. DEIMOS was delivered in
February 2002, beame operational in May, and is now about three-quarters of the way through its ommis-
sioning period. This paper desribes the major problems enountered in ompleting the spetrograph, with
partiular emphasis on optial quality and image motion. The strategies developed to deal with these problems
are desribed. Overall, ommissioning is going well, and it appears that DEIMOS will meet all of its major
performane goals.

Keywords: Astronomial spetrographs, multi-objet spetrographs, astronomial ameras, ground-based in-
strumentation, CCDs, mosai detetors, exure ompensation, optial testing

1. INTRODUCTION

DEIMOS (whih stands for DEep Imaging Multi-Objet Spetrograph) is a multi-objet spetrograph reently
built for the Kek II telesope1�3. DEIMOS represents an advane in the state of the art of MOS spetrographs
in several ways. Its optial omponents are large|the slitmasks are 28 inhes long and span 16.60 on the sky;
the amera has lenses up to 13 inhes in diameter, three steep aspheris, three CaF2 elements, and weighs 600
lb. The detetor onsists of a mosai of 8 2K�4K ustom-designed red-sensitive CCDs from MIT/Linoln Lab-
oratory; it is one of only two 8K�8K detetors yet inorporated into spetrographs (the other is in the IMACS4

spetrograph for Magellan I). DEIMOS likewise has the �rst spetrosopi losed-loop exure ompensation
system to ome on line (other possible future units are in HROS5 for Gemini South, GMOS for Gemini North,
and IMACS for Magellan I).

The guiding priniple of DEIMOS' design is minimizing ontamination by bright terrestrial OH lines in the
red spetral region. To ahieve this, the design stresses two strategies: (1) relatively high spetral resolution
to \get between" the OH lines and leave most of the spetrum OH-free, and (2) high at-�elding auray
to subtrat the remaining OH lines to the limit allowed by photon statistis. The highest working spetral
resolution in the red is R � 6000 using a 1200-line grating, a dispersion of 0.33 �A per pixel, and a slit width of
0:7500. Ahieving high at-�elding auray means holding the wavelength on eah pixel onstant (exatly how
onstant is stated below), and the losed-loop exure ompensation system (FCS) system was inluded for that
purpose. Other goals are high throughput, long slit length for higher multiplexing, rapid slitmask alignment
on the sky, speedy mehanism hanges, and ease of use. The original design had a double-beam format with
a total slit length on the sky of 330. The seond beam was deleted for ost reasons but ould be restored if
funding and demand warrant.
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Figure 1. (a) Enlargement showing the upper 70% of a DEIMOS night-sky spetral image taken with the 1200-line
grating. The wavelength range is roughly 7100 �A (bottom) to 8900 �A (top). The FWHM of the spetral lines is 4 px, or
1.3 �A. One hundred thirty-three slitlets are inluded in the mask. (b) Enlargement showing an [O II℄ 3727 �A rotation
urve in a galaxy at redshift z = 1:29. The total veloity extent is about 175 km/se�1. Note that the noise under the
subtrated night-sky lines appears to be random, as expeted from photon statistis.

Fig. 1 shows sample spetra obtained during �rst-light ommissioning in June 2002. A portion of a red
multi-slit spetrum is shown in Fig. 1a, and an enlargement is shown in Fig. 1b. The spetra were taken at high
resolution using the 1200-line grating. The enlargement shows a high-redshift galaxy at z = 1:29 and illustrates
the large amount of internal kinemati information available at this resolution.

DEIMOS was designed and onstruted in the UCO/Lik Observatory Instrument Laboratories. Most of
the work was done in-house exept for the main struture, whih was fabriated at L&F Industries, and the
amera barrel, whih was designed by Alan Shier and fabriated at Dano, San Jose. Major work started in
the spring of 1994. The total projet team numbered about 30 people, of whom 15 or so were typially foussed
on DEIMOS at any one time. Initial funding for DEIMOS ame from a Failities and Instrumentation grant
of $1.79 million from the National Siene Foundation (ARI92-14621). The California Assoiation for Researh
in Astronomy (CARA) has ontributed approximately $7.2 million diretly to the projet, not inluding the
additional osts of CARA liaison personnel and alterations to the Kek II telesope. UCO/Lik Observatory has
ontributed over $1 million so far in manpower. A �nal ost aounting has not yet been done, but it appears
that the total ost of the instrument, not ounting the telesope alterations, will slightly exeed $10 million.

The major optial and mehanial omponents are shown in Fig. 2. Light enters at left from the Kek
II tertiary mirror through an open hath and instrument window. The hath area ontains the TV guider,
alibration light soures, and slitmask system. Slitmasks are thin sheets of aluminum housed in a assette
holding 11 masks at a time. An air-powered arm slides the masks onto a urved slitmask form, and onstant
pressure deforms them into a ylindrial shape that approximates the spherial foal plane to good auray.

After passing through the slitmask, light strikes an ellipsoidal ollimator mirror, forming a 6-inh parallel
beam. It is reeted bak to a at mirror dubbed the \tent mirror," whih, together with its unbuilt twin,
diverts light to the sides to reate the double-beam design. From there it travels to a 6�8-inh ruled grating
(in spetrosopi mode) or a at mirror (in diret-imaging mode). A linear grating transport system driven by
a rotating lead srew arries three \sliders" holding two gratings and one mirror; the sliders are attahed to
Thompson ball bushings travelling on a rod. Eah spetrosopi slider is provided with a frition tilt drive, and
grating ells mount into the sliders using a ombination of V-bloks and srew lamps.

From the grating/mirror, light enters the amera, whih is the single most important element of DEIMOS.
The state-of-the-art optial design is due to Harland Epps. Despite being highly refrative, the f/1.29 amera
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Figure 2. Light path and major optial omponents.

is nearly ahromati, both radially and axially, from 4,000 �A to 11,000 �A. However, the ombination of steeply
urved and highly aspheri surfaes imposes extremely tight toleranes for fabriation and assembly. The
amera is temperature-sensitive and images di�erently when tested at room temperature than at the operating
temperature of 0 C. The plate sale also varies with temperature and must be appropriately ompensated. Fluid
oupling of the doublets and multiplets adds to the mehanial omplexity. The lenses are radially supported by
athermalized RTV mounts, and these, together with the oupling uid and other omponents, posed signi�ant
materials inompatibility issues.

Fig. 3 shows the amera, shutter, �lter wheel, �eld attener, dewar window, and detetor. A ritial
dimension for amera performane is the axial spaing between the last opti in the amera and the �eld
attener; errors as small as 0.005-inh in this parameter generate detetable radial oma. Also shown is the
thermal ompensator, whih passively adjusts the axial loation of Multiplet 4 to maintain onstant plate sale
versus temperature. Lastly (not shown) is a pair of lateral X-Y adjusting srews on Multiplet 4 built into the ell
to ompensate for lateral oma aused by assembly errors suh as tip-tilt and deentration. The reommended
assembly toleranes for the amera were 0.001-inh in every dimension; these were onsidered to be so tight
that the lateral adjustment was inluded as insurane, whih proved very useful (see below).

The layout of the mosai detetor is shown in Fig. 4. The detetor onsists of 8 2048�4096 CCDs fabriated
by MIT/Linoln Laboratories. Two separate mosai detetors were atually built, an early one omprised of
blue-sensitive CCDs, and a later one of red-sensitive CCDs. The red CCDs have a high-resistivity epitaxial
layer that is 45� thik, more than twie the typial 20� thikness of the blue-sensitive CCDs. Their QE is 23%
at 10,000 �A, roughly 2.5 times higher than the blue CCDs. Both types were developed under the leadership of
Gerry Luppino, who oordinated the onsortium partners funding the prodution runs, and Barry Burke, who
leads the MIT/Linoln CCD group. Fringing on the red CCDs is exeptionally low, with fringe amplitudes in
the far red of only �2%. Even so, with a fringe-wrap yle length of 24 �A, the goal of 0.2% rms at�elding
auray implies a wavelength stability of only 0.4 �A rms on eah pixel, or 0.6 px rms with the 600-line grating.
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Figure 3. The amera optis, amera ell, shutter, �lter wheel, �eld attener, dewar window and detetor.

Flanking the main siene CCDs in Fig. 4 are two smaller 600�1200 CCDs belonging to the exure om-
pensation system (FCS). The FCS CCDs reeive images of 4 optial �bers positioned in the foal plane, two at
either end of the slitmask form (see Fig. 2). Light is fed through these �bers from a CuAr lamp (in spetrosopi
mode) or a white LED (in imaging mode). One of these soures is ontinuously on, and images from the FCS
CCDs are onstantly read out every 15 seonds whenever the shutter is open. It is abundantly lear that the
FCS system is essential to normal operations; the amplitudes of the unorreted image motions are large, but
the FCS system manages to redue them to tolerable levels. More details are given below and in the paper by
Kibrik et al.6 in these Proeedings.

The last major system in DEIMOS is the rotation system. This also had to be built to higher standards
beause DEIMOS' slit length is over twie as long as previous Kek instruments, neessitating twie the auray
in position angle. As we eleted not to inlude a TV guide amera at the periphery of the �eld, the responsibility
for maintaining PA rests solely with the rotation system, whih is working blind. Strategies used to test the
absolute auray of the rotation system before going to the telesope are desribed below. More details on the
rotation system may be found in the paper by Deih et al.7 in these Proeedings.

In addition to the above hallenges, three others an be added. (1) As instruments get larger, exure a�ets
not just the optis but all major mehanial systems, disturbing the relationship of subomponents. Prime
examples in DEIMOS are the grating system and the slitmask system, in both of whih omponents are handed
o� from a storage/transport system to a mount. Getting these stages to work took muh more time than
expeted beause of exure. (2) Observers using multi-objet spetrographs should be able to expet to use
the same slitmask with any grating in any slider. Spetral positioning along the slit should therefore be the
same with all grating/slider ombinations or else e�etive slit length will be lost. Additional slit loss is aused
by misalignments between the spetral diretion and the olumns of the detetor. Both kinds of losses are
exaerbated by the presene of gaps in the detetor along the slit diretion. Our detetor has four CCDs along
the slit diretion, and therefore slit-length losses our at four edges, not just one. To keep slit-length losses
under ontrol requires mounting all gratings in ells in exatly the same way, mounting ells in sliders similarly,
and ensuring that all sliders lamp up the same way regardless of gravity. This optial alignment program was
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Figure 4. The detetor foal plane showing the 8 2k�4k siene CCDs, the two anking FCS CCDs, and an overlay of
the diret-imaging �eld of view.

surprisingly time-onsuming, and in fat it is still not quite ompleted. (3) The third hallenge is the inreasing
dependeny on omplex software for even basi operations. The exure ompensation system on DEIMOS is
one example; the spetrograph annot work without it, yet the software ontains many elements that we had
never dealt with before. A seond example is the slitmask environment, whih was planned from at the start to
be a seamless system that inluded mask design, mask database reation, mask fabriation, mask installation
and ver�ation, mask alignment on the sky, and �nal data redution. Key software omponents are involved at
eah step that must interfae well with one another and with their relevant mehanial partners. Eah stage of
our slitmask system has now been exerised at some level, but we annot yet laim to have a smoothly working
system (see Clarke et al.8 in these Proeedings). The amount of planning and training for observatory sta� to
operate one of these ompliated systems is also substantial.

2. OPTICAL ASSEMBLY AND TESTING

The remainder of this paper explores the above hallenges in more detail. Two large setions fous on the major
problems of image quality and image motion, while a third setion is devoted to items that went well. The
emphasis is on highlighting problems that proved to be more diÆult than originally expeted and strategies
that were developed to deal with them.

The ollimator and amera elements were polished in the UCO/Lik Optial Shop. We had previous ex-
periene in making diÆult aspheres (e.g., the f/15 seondaries for the Kek I and Kek II telesopes and the
aspheres in the LRIS amera) and had developed a pro�lometer system for testing them. Optial fabriation
went smoothly exept for a small rak that spontaneously appeared at the edge of one CaF2 element. As
prouring the CaF2 blanks had been extremely diÆult, we gambled and hoped that the rak did not worsen.
So far the gamble has paid o�. One of the aspheres was also broken at the oating ompany and had to be
ompletely redone.

Several di�erent materials oexist in the amera. These inlude the optial oupling uid (LL1074 from
Cargille), mylar spaers used to spae the multiplets, O-rings used to seal the uid gaps, bagging and tubing
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Figure 5. Final assembly of the amera on its rotating turntable.

used for the uid reservoirs, RTV used to dam the uid, and �nally the optial glasses. Although the uid
was laimed to be relatively inert, to be safe we tested it in onjuntion with other andidate materials in a
year-long testing program9. This unovered signi�ant reativities among several of the proposed omponents
and led to major hanges in materials hoies.

The amera fabriation and assembly toleranes were determined by Mike Rodgers of Optial Researh
Assoiates using their Code V toleraning pakage. As noted, the �nal toleranes amounted to 0.001-inh in
every dimension. The optial elements therefore had to be entered and leveled in their ells to better than
this, and the ells had to be put together to similar auray. Fortunately, the steel amera ells were well
mahined by Dano and went together fairly easily. The ruial tools used to omplete the assembly were an
aurate rotating table and a last-word gauge (see Fig. 5). These were used in ombination to measure the
runout of eah surfae and the azimuth of maximum deviation; an Exel spreadsheet told us immediately how
to orret. Auraies repeatable to about 0.0005-inh were ahieved. Referene surfaes, both axial and radial,
were mahined into the outer surfaes of the amera ells to serve as guides for mounting the lenses and for
assembling the ells into the �nal amera. As handling the amera elements was risky, eah stage of the assembly
proess was sripted in advane; the �nal sript for the whole amera ontained over 1000 separate steps.

The aberrations of the optial design were suÆiently large that we ould not learn muh from interferometri
tests, and the major test data ame instead from optial images. A major impediment to amera testing was
the lak of a apable detetor to over the whole 6-inh �eld. That would not be available until the amera
was in the spetrograph with the main detetor. Initial tests in the optial shop were aordingly rather brief
and limited to verifying the orret bak foal distane (approximately) and quikly assessing optial quality.
A small CCD detetor (Cohu TV amera) was used in onjuntion with a mirosope to sample the images.
This setup was far from ideal: the �eld of view was tiny (0.5 mm by 0.7 mm), the Cohu had limited dynami
range making faint portions of the PSF hard to detet, and it was diÆult to fous o� axis. Later, after optial
problems arose, we managed to devise several useful optial tests that ould in fat be onduted in the lab
with the Cohu alone. We probably ould have saved time overall had we spent more time testing the amera
(and its separate multiplets) early, before putting the amera into the spetrograph.

The �rst images in the spetrograph revealed large radial omati tails plus onsiderable lateral oma. Tails
ranged in length from 17 pixels on the red side to 12 pixels on the blue side. Fortunately we had a few
representative spot diagrams at room temperature from ORA, and these showed radial omati tails of about
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one-half the observed length, suggesting that a onsiderable fration of the radial oma would resolve naturally
at 0 C, the nominal operating temperature. Further modeling with Zemax suggested that an additional soure
of radial oma might be an error in the spaing between the bak of the amera and the �eld attener. When
the amera was later disassembled for shipping, we found that a spaer there had indeed been omitted.

Regardless of the soure of radial oma, the Zemax tests suggested that modulating the �nal element spaing
would be a good way to tune it out. We might have tried this during testing but were prevented from doing
so by another error in whih the detetor was plaed a little too far bak in the dewar. This was exaerbated
by small hanges to the dewar window support struture, whih moved it a little forward. Moreover, we found
later that the dewar front plate bowed out over the O-ring seal slightly when tightened, and that the detetor
support struture also moved down in the dewar when vauum was applied. Finally, the spaings in the triplet
(Multiplet 3) proved to be a little too thik. Although eah of these �ve e�ets was individually small, they all
onspired in the same diretion to plae the detetor too far from fous. As a result, we never went fully through
fous during testing, and the proposed inrease to the spaing between Multiplet 4 and the �eld attener would
have made matters worse.

These e�ets were disovered in a systemati remeasurement program during teardown for shipping to
Hawaii, and the detetor was moved almost 2 mm forward in the dewar as a result. In addition, we were urged
by the Preship Review Committee to test the amera alone on the dome oor at the operating temperature before
installing it in the spetrograph. We did this using the Cohu, and, to the limits allowed by that little detetor,
veri�ed that the amera made good images after the spaing between Multiplet 4 and the �eld attener was
properly adjusted. Final optial tuning in the spetrograph utilized both diret and spetrosopi images over
the whole siene detetor, with slightly higher weight given to spetrosopy. The spaing between Multiplet 4
and the �eld attener reeived a �nal tweak, and the X,Y srews on Multiplet 4 were adjusted to remove the
last vestiges of lateral oma. The detetor foal plane tilt was also adjusted by varying the three shims used to
spae Multiplet 4 from the �eld attener.

The resultant images (through 0.5 arse pinholes in spetrosopi mode) now vary in width from 1.3 px
at �eld enter to 1.5 px at the edges (1-d �). Images are round over virtually the whole �eld of view. These
images are very good but do not quite approah the predited sizes based on the known design and fabriation
errors, whih range from 1.0 px at �eld enter to 1.3 px at the edge of the �eld (1-d �). This e�et was atually
disovered during testing in Santa Cruz by measuring image sizes with a beam stopped down so far that design
and assembly errors were negligible. The best images then were also about 1.1-1.3 px, similar to the best images
we see now through a muh bigger pupil. At that time we suspeted image broadening due to harge di�usion
in the CCDs. However, Shak-Hartmann testing of the amera before shipping revealed a pattern of random,
small-sale wavefront errors; this pattern was also seen as brightness utuations in images far from fous.
None of the amera polishing tehniques is known to be apable of produing suh a pattern|the spherial
surfaes should be loally quite smooth, and errors on the aspheri surfaes should be azimuthally symmetri,
not random. Our best guess now is index of refration inhomogeneities in the CaF2, as DEIMOS has perhaps
the longest path length yet of CaF2 in an astronomial amera. Inspetion of all three CaF2 elements under
rossed polaroids after polishing did indeed show signi�ant wavefront di�erenes between polarizations aross
eah element of about 1 radian rms, inluding a lot of very �ne-sale struture. However, no attempt was made
to measure any absolute wavefront errors at that time.

Several lessons emerged from building the DEIMOS amera: (1) An aurate rotating table is an absolute
neessity; ours ost several tens of thousands of dollars but it was worth it. (2) Mehanial adjustments should
be inluded if at all possible to ounterat low-order aberrations. In our ase, the adjustable shims between
Multiplet 4 and the �eld attener ould orret any radial oma (as might ome from errors in the aspheri
surfaes, for example), and the lateral X,Y adjustment of Multiplet 4 ould orret lateral oma aused by tilts
or deenterings of the lenses. Later measurements did indeed show that Multiplet 4 had mysteriously moved
laterally out of position by about 0.003-inh, possibly beause its RTV radial support ured asymmetrially.
Some stakup tilt error also rept in during amera assembly beause the individual multiplet ells departed
slightly from being plane parallel all in the same sense. If we had not had a lateral oma adjustment, these errors
would have aused notieable image degradation even though overall we met (and in fat exeeded) nearly all
the assembly toleranes. (3) A large detetor should be proured for optial testing with good dynami range.
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If it is not physially large enough to over the whole �eld of view, a preision stage should be built to move
it around aurately in the foal plane. (4) A broad set of spot diagrams or other diagnostis should be
available at the testing temperature as well as the �nal operating temperature. (5) The amera multiplets
should be haraterized fully before assembling them into the �nal amera and before the amera is put into
the spetrograph. Measurements should inlude a �nal hek of the tilts and deenters of all aessible surfaes,
the thiknesses of all multiplets and their spaings, and a preision measurement of bak foal distane of the
assembled amera.

3. FLEXURE AND IMAGE MOTION

The original spei�ation on image motion alled for a limit of 0.25 px rms (averaged aross the detetor within
a single exposure) between an evening observation and its afternoon at �eld. This spei�ation was set for two
reasons: to maintain image quality, and to ahieve a at-�elding auray of better than 0.2% for photon-limited
sky subtration with the 600-line grating. The at-�elding spei�ation was later relaxed by a fator of two
when the atual fringing behavior of the red CCDs beame known (see above).

It was deemed unlikely that we ould build suh a rigid struture without some form of exure ompensation.
We had had no experiene with open-loop orretion systems (suh as was later used suessfully on the ESI
spetrograph), and in any ase the exure atually observed on DEIMOS has enough hysteresis that an open-
loop system by itself would not work anyway. Aordingly a losed-loop, fully independent exure ompensation
system (FCS) with separate light soures, detetors, and signal hain was designed in from the beginning.

The FCS system is more fully desribed by Kibrik et al.6 in these Proeedings. It has two atuators: a linear
motorized X-stage in the dewar that moves the detetor laterally along the slit diretion, and a piezo-eletri
Y-atuator that tilts the tent mirror and moves the image along the spetral diretion. These orret any image
motions oming from the same mehanial motions to high auray. However, the orretion of other motions is
not perfet in spetrosopy mode, sine gratings, unlike mirrors, produe geometri distortions. In our system,
it turns out that all Y-motions are fairly orretable but that X-motions are only partially orretable (leaving
residual distortion errors of 5-10%). Thus, it is partiularly important that X-motions be kept small.

In addition, the system is ompletely unable to orret image rotation or plate-sale hanges. Rotation in
DEIMOS omes mainly from a sag of the tent mirror about the optial axis, and the mount has to be suÆiently
rigid to prevent this. Plate sale hanges ome from fous hanges and from amera temperature hanges, and
a passive thermal ompensator was built into the amera that alters the spaing between Multiplets 3 and 4
with temperature to take out the latter e�et (see Fig. 3). Yet a third limitation is set by the travel of the FC
atuators. In our ase, the X-atuator moves the image by only about 26.4 px, and the Y-piezo moves it by
only 23 px (whih is further redued to 12.9 px with the 1200-line grating by anamorphi demagni�ation at
its reddest tilt).

Results on �rst assembly showed a total image motion under rotation of about 40 pixels pk-pk in X and 7
pixels pk-pk in Y. The X motion was espeially dangerous beause it far exeeded the range of the X-atuator
and beause X motions are inherently less orretable. There ensued a long ampaign to �nd the soures of this
exure and remove them. Some of the tehniques used were familiar: plae dial gauges and Mahr gauges on
parts, add extra braes and temporary lamps, perform FEA analyses, remove individual parts and plae them
on a separate rotation test stand, et. Lateral motion of the ollimator was measured by viewing a entrally
mounted ross-hair through an alignment telesope along the optial axis. I mention here three more methods
that were developed espeially for DEIMOS.

(1) Camera double-pass test: a small optial �ber was rigidly mounted in the enter of the amera foal plane
next to the Cohu detetor. Light passed from the �ber out through the amera, struk a mirror mounted to the
amera mouth, traveled bak into the amera, and formed an image on the Cohu. The position of this image
was sensitive to variable deentrations of the amera elements and variable wedge in the amera multiplets.
Testing at disassembly before shipping showed that Element 3 was in fat loose and also that signi�ant wedge
was being reated by the hydrostati pressure head from the oupling uid interating with ompliane in some
of the axial lens supports. In ertain double-pass tests, the mirror was also moved to the grating support
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struture, where it ould be used to measure exure in the hard points on whih the gratings were mounted.
The double-pass test needs only the amera and was later used extensively in the optial lab before shipping.

(2) Camera pinhole test: a pinhole light soure was rigidly mounted to the front of the amera to uniformly
illuminate all optial elements. Small bubbles in the uid and dust partiles on the optial elements ast shadows
onto the siene detetor. The axial loation of eah partile was determined by moving the pinhole laterally
a known amount and observing the transverse motion of its shadow; partiles on surfaes loser to the pinhole
moved more. The motions of all shadows were then loked as DEIMOS rotated. This test was partiularly
valuable as it measured the transverse sags of optial elements individually, not umulatively as in test (1). It
also measured the transverse sag of the detetor relative to the dewar window, whih was found to be small.
This test likewise did not need the spetrograph and was repeated in the optis lab before shipping.

(3) General optial model: an optial model of the entire light path was used to perturb the positions of
optial elements and determine the e�ets on spot loations. Individual elements, or groups of elements, have
spei� distortions, and thus signatures. From test images taken at di�erent position angles, it was possible
to dedue what was moving. This was enhaned by taking long exposures ontaining ghost images due to
reetions o� the detetor and again o� the grating in zeroth order, when the grating is fae-on to the amera.
These ated like a variant of the double-pass amera test desribed in (1) above and were a powerful probe of
grating motions in partiular.

The results of these tests traed the largest single soure of exure to the grating support struture, a steel
box omposed of plates fastened with srews. The baseplate of this box was thikened, more srews and plates
were added, and the mounting to the drive disk was tightened. The seond-largest soure of motion was in the
amera due to deentration of Element 3, whose radial shims were loose, and to the variable wedge aused by
hydrostati pressure. Separate work on the amera prior to shipping redued image motion from these auses
from 10 px down to 3 px. Based on an FEA study, some sti�ening was also added to the grating sliders.

It was predited from the optial model that some of these soures of image motion were anelling one
another in Y (the spetral diretion), and that reduing the X motion would at to inrease the Y motion. This
predition was on�rmed during ommissioning. Our present image motion is 8 px in X (pk-pk) but 18-23 px
in Y (depending on the slider). The motion in X is now well within the orretable range of the FC system, but
the range in Y, though geometrially orretable, exeeds the range of the piezo atuator on the tent mirror, at
least for high dispersion gratings with large anamorphi fators. The present sheme therefore uses the grating
tilt for oarse motions and the tent mirror for �ne motions. We are still analyzing the soure of the remaining
image motion and believe that it omes mainly from the grating system, probably the sliders.

Our testing of the FC orretion auray is only partially omplete (see Kibrik et al.6). Two reent hour-
long sequenes of four spetra eah were FCS-orreted using just one spot on one of the FCS detetors. Shear
was seen in Y varying along the X diretion, together with an overall rotation of the image. Total motions over
a rotation of 56Æ were roughly 0.5 px rms averaged over the whole siene detetor. We estimate that these
would be redued to 0.3 px rms if orretion signals from both FCS detetors had been used. This ompares
favorably to our motion goal of 0.6 px rms, but we still have not yet fully tested motions between afternoon
at-�elds and nighttime exposures, and it is likely that these will be larger than the motions within single
images. However, given present information, we are optimisti that the total image motion over all PAs will
meet our spei�ations one the system is fully operational.

It appears from experiene gained with DEIMOS and other reent large astronomial instruments that
exure is inevitable in suh instruments if they hange orientation with respet to gravity. Nearly all reent
instruments have had it, and the problem will only grow worse as telesope size inreases in the future. It is
best to antiipate exure and build solutions in from the beginning.

In our ase, the exure from the main struture was fairly easy to analyze and keep small|it was exure
in the subsystems that was troublesome. Most suh subsystems have ompliated internal artiulations that
are not easy to analyze using FEA. They are also more likely to exhibit hysteresis, whih vitiates open-loop
orretion. Finally, exure an threaten the very operation of systems that involve internal hand-o�s; it an
be so severe that the parts simply do not mesh. That problem ourred in both major hand-o� systems on
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DEIMOS|between the slitmask assette and slitmask form, and between the grating transport system and the
grating mount. Extensive sti�enings of these systems were needed to get them to work.

It would have been good to have found and orreted these problems earlier. We opted to use the spetro-
graph as our main rotating test stand, and aess both in time and spae was tight at the end of the projet
when several systems needed attention at one. In retrospet, we should have approahed the problem of exure
more aggressively by assuming that it would be present in every subsystem, designing systems more modularly,
inluding ways in whih exure ould be measured (suh as mounting points for test equipment), building more
prototypes, and testing them more thoroughly on a apable rotating test stand. This mindset would have saved
time in the end.

A key tool in �nding exure was a series of software sripts that ran robotially overnight. These sripts
reorded a wide range of parameters, inluding enoder positions, alarms, and image loations on both the FCS
detetors and the siene detetors. The FCS system proved to be partiularly onvenient for image-motion
measurements as its images were small and it was often working even when the siene detetor was not. The
imaging data were so voluminous that a separate software person had to be hired part-time to analyze them.
These automated sripts olleted thousands of data points at all position angles and gave us a de�nitive view
of exure in the system. We are still using these sripts to debug the FCS system.

4. SUCCESSES

We onlude with a brief review of things that went well and strategies that worked.

In this ategory we plae the mosai detetor and assoiated eletronis. The detetor signal hain is
desribed in more detail by Wright et al.10 in these Proeedings. We would like to take this opportunity to
thank the MIT/Linoln team and Gerry Luppino for making our CCDs; they are almost perfet. One amplifer
onnetion on CCD5 is not working, whih fores us to read the whole array in single-amp mode. The readout
time for the whole array is thereby slowed from the goal of 39 se to 70 se, but we hope to reoup most of
that soon by revamping the way that data bits are streamed onto the optial �ber video onnetions. CCD5 is
also a�eted by ross-talk (up to 2 DN in amplitude) from its neighbor CCD6, and we suspet that a broken
wire is ating as an antenna and piking up stray radiation (whih may also explain the dead ampli�er). This
is a andidate for repair the next time we open the dewar; in the meantime, we an remove the ross-talk to an
auray of about 0.5 DN or better by saling and subtrating the signal on CCD6.

The CCD eletronis were provided by Prof. Bob Leah of San Diego State University (Leah II ontrollers).
The video ross-talk between the A and B ampli�ers on the same board is urrently 1 part in 20,000. That
would pose an annoyane if we were reading out in dual-amp mode, but our present plan to use single-amp
mode sidesteps the issue. Aside from that problem, the boards have worked well. More spares would have been
handy for diagnosti purposes.

The UCO/Lik CCD Laboratory tested all the CCDs oming from the MIT/Linoln onsortium runs, some
100 in all, a huge task. Given their experiene in handling CCDs, lab personnel also did all the metrology on the
CCDs and installed the �nal CCDs on the mosai. At one time we onsidered using various elaborate �xtures
and jigs to plae the CCDs, but eventually we relied on simple hand plaement. CCD heights were measured
with a mirosope ustom-�tted with an X,Y,Z stage and were mounted on molybdenum bloks designed by
Gerry Luppino; to level the CCDs, pad heights on the bloks were shaved to 5� auray using a CNC mill.

The job of plaing CCDs on the bakplane was ompliated by the fat that the silion atually overhung the
edges of the aluminum nitride pakages by several tens of mirons in some ases, making aidental bumping
very risky. Aordingly, we installed safety bumpers on the bakplane along the short sides to prevent pairs of
CCDs from touhing in that diretion. The resulting spetral gaps are 12-21 px (180-330�). The pixel gaps
along the long sides average 1.5 mm and do not require bumpers. The CCDs were positioned on the bakplane
in this diretion by lining up the �rst one against a pair of longitudinal bumpers and plaing sueeding CCDs
in X by using a standard spaer to set the width of the wide gaps. The �nal rotation of eah CCD was tweaked
by aligning to its neighbor by eye under low magni�ation. This tehnique sueeded in orienting eah CCD to
within 10 px along its length of 4096 px.
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We were fortunate in having two fully operational CCD mosais, plus an engineering mosai of partially
funtioning devies to debug the eletronis. Despite intense planning, we still had multiple troubles with our
power-up and power-down yles, and software and hardware ontrol of these yles had to be reon�gured
several times. There was even some disagreement as to the proper power-down proedure for the MIT/Linoln
CCDs (see Wright et al.10 these Proeedings). External power failures during testing were ommon and stressed
the system several times. We atually lost two engineering CCDs during testing, at least one of whih was likely
due to an improper power-failure proedure. By the time the preious red mosai was installed in the dewar,
it was reassuring to know that all of these bugs had been worked out. It is hard to imagine how we ould have
tested all the eletronis without having a omplete spare engineering mosai.

As mentioned, spetral alignment is more ritial in multi-slit spetrographs with mosai detetors, as
e�etive slit length an be lost through a variety of spetral misalignments at eah CCD gap. To mount all
gratings in their ells the same way, we designed an alignment jig that holds a laser in a �xed position. The
laser shines on the grating and reets o� to a target about 40 feet away. A grating in its ell is held with the
same trunions that hold it in the spetrograph and is rotated through multiple orders, typially 7. One grating
was adopted as standard, and all others were adjusted to it. The grating to be adjusted was adjusted in its ell
so that the spots from all orders fell in the same plae and the absolute loation on the target mathed that of
the standard grating. This tehnique worked fairly well, and the spetral orientations and positions along the
slit of all gratings math to within about 20 pixels. With these and other adjustments, we sueeded in reduing
the total slit loss to about 300 px, or 3%. Of this, about 100 px is due to spetral urvature and annot be
avoided.

Apart from some early onnetor problems, the TV guider and assoiated optis have been relatively trouble-
free. The TV amera onsists of a 200-mm Canon lens feeding a 1024�1024 Site CCD in a PXL amera. The
amera stares diretly at the foal plane with a 3.5�3.5 armin �eld of view; there are no moving stages.
Roughly one third of the �eld is a retangular piko� mirror with a urved surfae to maximize light through
the Canon lens. The other two-thirds lies on the slitmask, whih is also moderately reetive. To ompensate
for TV exure, we plaed 6 reseau marks on the piko� mirror and intended to guide relative to them, not the
TV pixels. However, the sky illumination proved to be too faint to show these marks, and we have fallen bak
to open-loop exure orretion, whih is aurate to �0.5 px, or 0.1 arse. The reseau marks are visible with
the alibration lamps turned on, however, and are very handy for measuring exure.

DEIMOS' rotation is driven through a frition drive ating on the periphery of the drive disk (see Fig. 2).
The spei�ation on auray is 1700 rms, whih orresponds to 0.0500 rms on the sky at the ends of the slit, or
about 0.004 inhes at the edge of the drive disk. Two Renishaw optial enoders read a preision tape strethed
around a disk mounted on the rear bearing. The two read heads are about 131Æ apart. The drive is supposed to
be able to trak within 0.5Æ of zenith, at whih point the rotation speed is about 0.7Æ per seond. More details
on this system an be found in the paper by Deih et al. in these Proeedings.

As servo-loop parameters for the rotation system were being tuned, dynami tests were onduted in whih a
omputer program simulated traking demands from the Kek drive-and-ontrol system. Satisfatory traking
was ahieved in whih the enoder errors were almost always below the spei�ed limit exept for very brief
periods near the zenith. Absolute auray was tested in the lab in two ways. A laser was attahed to the main
barrel, and DEIMOS was rotated through angles up to 720Æ forward and bak. This established the number
of ounts per rotation and showed that baklash and hysteresis were neglible. The single remaining issue was
linearity. We tested this roughly in the lab by mounting a gauge blok to the rear of the drive disk and plaing
a level on one fae. DEIMOS was rotated to level this level, and the enoder ount was reorded. We rotated
180Æ, releveled the level, and reorded the enoder again. The blok was then moved around the periphery of
the drive disk in 30Æ steps, and the proess was repeated. If the rotation enoder is perfetly linear, all enoder
di�erenes will be the same. This test an unover errors of the form os � but not error terms of os 2� and
higher.

The results were quite interesting. A os � term with half-amplitude 1500was deteted in the average reading
of the two enoders. However, the error in eah enoder separately had an amplitude of 50000, far larger than
the allowed spei�ation. We an aount for the data if we imagine a small motion of the enter of the disk
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holding the Renishaw tape as DEIMOS rotates. If the Renishaw heads were exatly 180Æ apart, this error would
ompletely anel; as it is, it anels to within about 7%. We have now inluded a os � orretion term to both
enoders and use the average of both to keep the maximum error small.

Star-trail measurements have been taken at multiple position angles on the sky to study terms of the form
os 2� and higher, and these data are still being redued. However, we have also taken diret images while
traking to within 0.7Æ of zenith, and the images look round. It appears that the rotation system is performing
well.

We lose with a brief desription of the automated system of test suites that was developed for DEIMOS.
This \ktest" software11 was originally developed for ESI and was easily adapted to DEIMOS. However, DEIMOS
presented several features that rendered its test programmore ompliated. An enormous advantage of DEIMOS
is that its rotator is part of the instrument. One the rotator was operational, all stages ould be tested at
various gravity vetors. But this advantage was also a ompliation, as eah test suite suddenly beame 5 test
suites needing to be run at 0, 90, 180, 270, and 360Æ. The volume of data ballooned enormously, and the amount
of time needed to omplete the tests on the instrument expanded aordingly.

As noted above, DEIMOS also had two partiularly omplex stages, both of whih inorporated two or more
independent atuator systems into an apparent single devie. The slitmask \stage" was really a sissors jak
driving a storage assette and a separate pneumati arm pushing masks into plae. The grating \stage" was
really a linear drive bringing gratings to the light path, plus a set of pneumati lamps loating the seleted
grating in plae one it arrived, plus an independent tilt mehanism for eah grating whih ould be operated
at any time (whether seleted or not, and whether the linear stage was in motion or not).

Both of these stages involved elaborate state and limit sensing, and both were subjet to exure and resistane
varying with the gravity vetor. A signi�ant amount of ustom test ode had to be written to test them.
Software sta� estimate that more than half of the total testing e�ort went into these two stages. The existing
\ktest" suite suÆed for most other stages and, to some extent, for the individual omponents of these ompound
stages, tested in isolation.

As a result, testing for DEIMOS separated into two parallel e�orts. The standard \regression testing" ativity
using individual atuator tests ontinued muh as it had for ESI, but with new, higher-level, more \ondensed"
data redution to produe a shorter and more easily understood report. Testing of the problemati ompound
stages proeeded mostly under manual ontrol and involved automati olletion of hundreds of FCS and siene
images. As noted, these were used to assess exure of the instrument as a whole and the e�et of gravity on
the ritial grating lamping and tilt mehanisms. During the last 6 months of the instrument's time on the
mainland, most stages were subjeted to several thousand individual pass/fail tests.
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